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Abstract 

UCRL-17599 

The Lighthill transformation gives the solution for two-dimen, 
sional diffusion layers .at high Schmidt numbers if the shear-stre:ss 

distribution is known.. This diffusion.-layer solution b;r~aks down 

at the rear of the object, but it provides a basis for obtaining 

the solution in the rear region. 'Tb,e analysis is restricted to sym-

metric, two~dimensional cylind~rs with rounded back sid~s at 
, 

Reynolds numbers so low that no eddies exist "\:>ehind the cylinder. 

The local Nusselt number in the rear region 'is fo~nd to be propor-· 

tional to the Schmidt number to the 9n~-sixth power. 
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Introduction 

Levichl obtained the diffusion-layer solution for mass transfer to a 

sphere in Stokes flow at hig~ Peclet numbers, an analysis which is not 

valid near the rear of the sphere. Recently, it has been shown
2 

how to 

treat. the rear region and the. wake. Such an analysis can be extended 

directly to other axisymmetric bodies and to somewhat higher Reynolds num.,. 
I 

bers (wher~ eddies 9till a~e not formed), and a similar analysis can be 

applied to two-dimensional objects. 

At high Schmidt numbers, the diffusion layer is very thin, even when 

compared to any hydrodynamic boundary. layer Which may be pre sent. Under 

these conditions it is valid to approximate the veJ,.ocity within the dif-

fusion layer by the first term in an expansion in the normal distance 

y from the surface, for example, 

v x yf3(x) where ~ = Cv Icy at y = 0 • x 
(1 ) 

For a steady, two-dimensional .diffusion layer, the Lighthill transformation3 

then provides a EJimilarity solution for the concentration profile,. as 

pOinted out by Acri vos. 
4 

Thus the rate of mass transfer can be calcul~ted 

from a knowledge only of f3(x), the velocity qeri vat i ve at the walL 

The Lighthill method also breaks down at the rear of an object,but 

from earlier work
2 

on mass transfer to the rear ofa spijere it appears 

likely that the rate of mass transfer in the rear region caib also be c.al-

culated correctly when only f3(x) is given. Figure 1 illustrates the types 

of two-dimensional objects considered in this work. The back sides of 

these are similar in that they are all rounded. It is assumed that the 

flow is symmetric I?-bout a plane parallel to the undisturbed flow and that 

there are no eddies behind the object. The Lighthill transformation 
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Figure 1. Symmetric cylinders with rounded bac k side s. 
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provides the diffusion-lG!;/Ver ~ollltions at high Schrnidtnumbers for the 

front part of th~,s,¢ objects, as well, as .for a wider class of probiems. 

The two-dimensional problem is treated first. Lai;er it is shown 

in detail how the earlier results
2 

for the sphere are applicable to other 
, 

axisymmetric problems. The rate of IT)ass transfer to the surface can be 

J 

calculated from iil(x), but treatment of the concentrat:l.on profiles in the 

wake would require additional information about the velocity distribution, 

Analysis 

Near the solid surface, the tangential component of the velocity can 

be approximated 1:?y equation (1), and ;for two-dimensional objects the 

normal component is 

v 
y, 

1 2 Q1 (,) --yP x • 
2 " 

For a constant concentration at the su;rface, the Lighthill tranEiformation 

yields the solution in the diffusion layer 

where 

e 
'd 

c -c 
oc;> 0 

1 
=' r(4T31 

and 11 

TJ 
-x3 J e dx , 

,0 

The subscript d denotes the diffusion-layer solut~on; x is measured along 

(2 ) 

(4 ) 

the surface from the front, and y is the nor.!TJB,l distance from the surface. 

We suspect, 9n the basis of the treatmen~ of mass transfer to the 

rear of a sphere in Stokes flow, that the region of interest at the rear 

of the cylinder is small in both the x alld ';f directions and that, since x 
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and yare essentially cartesian coordinates in this region) the equation 

of convective diffusion can be written 

'It should still be possible further to apprQxim~te the velocity profiles 

by their values near the solid surface, but f3 should go to zero at the 

rear like 

(6 ) 

where x is the value of x at the rear of the cylinder. In the rear region 
o 

the equation of convective diffusion thus becomes 

The diffusion coefficient and the constant A can be made to o.isappear by 

stretching the coordinates: 

(8) 

so tp.at e satisfies the equation 

Near the rear region the similarity variable T) of the diffusion laye-r 

can be expressed in these c00rdinates in the form 

", ,x, q_,X(D/A)173]!173 
yJX .JD 

,,9D J .fi dx " 

o 

x 
o 

9 J J1 dx 

o 

, (10 ) 

which is small because the diffusion coefficient is small. Hence, in order 

to match the so:j"ution in the rear re!5ion with the diffusion-layer solution, 
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we must have 

1/3 

x 
o 

9J Jl dx 

o 

as X ~ 00 • 

The pr~blem in the rear region can finally now be made independent of D 

. by stretching the concentration. Let 

x 1/3 
0 

® e r(4/3) L J .Ji dx 
.JD 

0 

-
This will also make the problem for ® independent of the Reyoolds number 

and of the geometry of the front part of the cylinder. 

The diffusion I=quation now becomes 

with the boundary conditions 

1. e = 0 at Y = 0, on the solid surface. 

20 oe/2Jx ~ 0 at X = 0, on the plane of symmetry . 

(11) 

(12 ) 

.. 3.e--.;,/JX as X'" 00, in order to match with the diffusion-layer· solution, 

4. ·As Y .... 00, we suspect that2J2:@/2Jy
2 

shou,ld become negligible, in order to 

match with r~gions downstream where diffusion in the direction normal 

to the surface should be negligible. 

The last boundary condition can be stated more explicitly by finding 

the asymptotic solutio!;1 as Y .... DO. Then ® should satisfy the equation 

(14) 
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with the solution 

e - y3/4 F(~) where ~. = X JY 

and where F satisfies the ordinary differential equation 

F" +t ~F' - ~ F = ° (16) 

with the boundary conditions 

'F' = 0 at ~ o and F - J[ as ~ _ 00 • 

Results 

The problem posed in equation (13) was solved by finite-difference 

methods using successive overrelaxatiqn on a high-speed digital computer, 

the method being similar to that used for mass transfer to the rear of 

2 
a sphere. The rate of mass transfer to the cylinder in the rear region 

can be calculated from the values of ~loY at Y = 0, which are plotted in 

figure 2. The value at the rear itself is 0.819. From thesev!:tlues and 

the diffusion""layer solution,9 one can construct a composite expa:llsion for 
.,' 

the mass-transfer rate if desi'red. The local Nusselt number isof order 

1/6 Sc near the rear of the cylinder. 

It is interesting that the sqlution in the rear: region approaches the 

diffusion-layer solution from below rather than from above as X _00. That 

this is really the case can be verified by obtaintng the asymptotic solu-

tion for @ as :x - 00. Let 

8= Y JX + T. 

Substitution into equation (13) gives a diff~rential equation for T: 

1 ~ dT 
"2 dY 

yx dT 
dx 

The term - Y/4X3/
2 

acts as a negative source in this equat'ion. 

(18) 

By neglecting 
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Figure 2. Rate of mass transfer near the rear of a bluff 
two-dimensional body at large 

Schmidt numbers. 
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2 / 2 the term e T eX as X - 00, one oBtains the solution for T as X _ 00: 

T = G(Y)/X3/ 2 , 

where G satisfies the ordinary differential equation 

(20) 

and the boundary conditions 

G = 0 at Y = 0 and G - ~1/6 as Y -.:00 • 

Thus the concentration derivative can Be expressed for large :x: as 

eel . -JX+ G'(O) := rx- O.124~ as X _ 00 • 

aY Y=O x3!2 . x3/ 2 · 
(21) 

Here rx represents the diffusion-layer solution as plotted in figure 2; and 

the correction term G'eO )/X3/
2 

is negative. 

The AXisymmetriC Problem 

In this section we should like to show explicitly how the results for 

mass transfer to the rear of a sphere in Stokes :flow2 can ble applied to 

other axisymmetri,c problems as long as the back side of the object is 

rounded and the Reynolds number is so low that there are·np eddies Behind 
c 

the object. For an axisymmetric Body the ceqtinuity equation within the 

diffusion layer has the form 

(22 ) 

where~(x) is the normal distance of the surface from th~ axis of symmetry. 

Correspqndingly,when v is approximated By equation (1), the appropriate 
x 

form for v within the diffusion layer is 
y 

v := 
y 

1 . 2 (itI3) I 

"2 Y te 
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The soluti0n in the diffusion layer is then given by equation (3) where 

Near t~e rear of the body, 

13-A(x -x) o and 'R,- x -x as x '-+x o 0 

(24 ) 

Since y and~are like cylindrical coordinates in the small regi0n at the 

rear, the equati0n of convective diffusion becomes 

~2 ) . de de de 2de de 10 de 
v ~ + V "'\ == A1ey "'\ + Ay "'\ == D ---2 +::0"'\ 1(,,,,,,","' • x OX y oy ox oy '. ~ ox .ox. y 

(26 ) 

In order to obtain t'he same form as f0r the sphere, let us stretch the 

coordinates as f011ows,::' 

I 1/3 (x .-x)(2A 3D) • 
o 

The mass-transfer equati0n bec0mes 
, 

3 2 de 3 . de d2
® d2e 1 de 

"2 Y dY -."2 YS ~ == 2 + 2 + s dS . 
. dY dS 

(28) 

In the c00rdinates Y and S, the similarity variable 11 0f the diffusion-

layer solution is 

11 

Consequently, in 0rder t0match with the diffusion-la:y-er s01ution, the s01u-

:. ;"., 

as S _ 00 • (30) 
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With a new dimensionless concentration 

the problem becomes independent of the conditions on the front part of the 

body. Now e satisfies 

subject to the boundary conditions 

10 "8 = 0 at Y = OJ> on the solid surface. 

2. ~/cS = 0 at S = 0J> on .the rear axis. 

3. ® -+ YS as S -+ coJ> in order to match with the qiffusion-layer solution. 

4. As Y -+ coJ> the term cle/cy2 should become negligible. 

A similar problem has been solved
2 

for mass transfer to the rear of a 

sphere in Stokes flow. The dimensionless mass-transfer rate d~/dY at Y = 0 

is plotted in figure 3. For large S~ 

as S -+ 00 JI 

while at the rear itself the value is 10124. 

For a sphere in Stokes flow 

7e= R 
x 3vco x . 3voo .. =;[ ('Voo)lh Coo)1/3 

sin RJ f3 -
2R sin RJI A = --, Y RD' S = e D' 

2R2 

Substitution into the defining equations shows that the local Nusselt number 

in the rear region is related to the derivative of e by 

. de 
10060 dY 

Y=0 

This gives the value of the local Nusselt number at the rear of the sphere 

2 
as 10192, in agreement with the value reported earlier. 

(34 ) 
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Figure 3. Rate of mass transfer near the rear ofa bluff 
axisymmetric body at large Schmidt numbers. 
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Conclusions 

A <liffusion·~layer solution- for velocity profiles is not vali<l near where 

the flow separates from. the bO<lYo There are a few cases where such prob~ 

lems can be elucidated an<l where a vali<l description ef the behavior near 

the point of separation can be obtaine<lo For symmetric cylin<lers and axi-

symmetric bO<lies withrounde<l back si<les, this separation occurs at the 

rear if no ed<lies are forme<lo ThenJl as shown in this workJl the <liffusion-

layer solution for high Schmidt numbers can be used as a basis to obtain 

a valid approximation to the mass-transfer rate near the rear of the 

object. 

The importance of this work lies mainly in providing this valid approxi-

mation to the mass~transfer rate near the rear~ since the centribution of 

the rear region to tne average Nusseltnumber is small. However;> this 

contribution is' considerably larger for the two-<limensional objects than for 

the axisymmetric bodies.~ as in<licated in table 1. One shoul<l expect that Jl 

in the calculation of higher order cont~ibutions to the average Nusselt 

number by the <liffusion·~layer metho<lJ it will eventually be necessary to 

takeibto accotintthesingularbehavior at the rear. 

Table 1. Schmidt-number dependence of the Nusselt 
.number at high Schmidt numbers 0 

order of local Nusselt number 
in the rear region 

order of contribution of rear region 
to the average Nusselt number 

order of average Nusselt number 

two-<lirp.ensional 
problem 

0(Sc l / 6 ) 

0(Sc- l / 6 ) 

0(Scl / 3 ) 

axis yrnmet ri c 
problem 

0(1) 

0(Sc- 2/ 3 ) 

0(Scl / 3 ) 
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Nomenclature 

A - shows how ~ goes to zero at the rear. 
\ 

c. - concentration of diffusing species. 
l 

c . - concentration at the surface. 
o 

Coo - concentration far from the body. 

D - diffusion coefficient. 

F ,- expresses behavior of ® as Y _ 00 • 

G - expresses behavior of ® as X _ 00 • 

. Nu - Nusselt number. 

R - radius of sphere. 

'-Ie distance of surface from axis of symmetry. 

S - dimensionless distance along surface from the rear. 

Sc - Schmidt number~ Sc = viD. 

T ~, correction to diffusion-layer solution as X _ 00. 

v velocity. in x-direction •• 
x. 

v velocity in y-direction. 
y 

Voo - velocity far from the body. 

x ,- distance measured along surface from the front. 

x - value of x at the rear. o 

X -, dimensionless distance along surface from the rear. 

y - normal distance from the surface. 

Y - dimensionless distance from the surface. 
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- velocity derivative 'at the surface. 

r(4/3) - gamma function .. r(4/3) =~0.89298. 

~ - similarity variable for diffusion layer. 

e - angle measured from the rear of the sphere. 

® - dimensionless concentration. 

® - 'Stretched dimensionless concentration appropriate to rear region. 

v - kinematic viscos~ty. 

~ - similarity variable, for behavior as Y _ 00, • 
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